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Abstract
Survey experiments often yield intention-to-treat effects that are either statistically and/or
practically “non-significant.” There has been a commendable shift toward publishing such
results, either to avoid the “file drawer problem” and/or to encourage studies that conclude
in favor of the null hypothesis. But how can researchers more confidently adjudicate
between true, versus erroneous, nonsignificant results? Guidance on this critically
important question has yet to be synthesized into a single, comprehensive text. The present
essay therefore highlights seven “alternative explanations” that can lead to (erroneous)
nonsignificant findings. It details how researchers can more rigorously anticipate and
investigate these alternative explanations in the design and analysis stages of their studies,
and also offers recommendations for subsequent studies. Researchers are thus provided
with a set of strategies for better designing their experiments, and more thoroughly
investigating their survey-experimental data, before concluding that a given result is
indicative of “no significant effect.”
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Survey experiments are an increasingly popular method for testing whether
particular types of information and stimuli can causally affect politically relevant
beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors (e.g., Druckman and Green 2021; Druckman 2022;
Mutz 2011). However, little scholarship has attempted to concisely detail and
address the various factors that can often undermine a researcher’s survey
experiment – i.e., yield what appears to be a “non-significant” result (whether in the
statistical and/or practical sense) despite a hypothesis actually being correct.

How can researchers be more confident that a nonsignificant result is actually
indicative of “no effect” vis-à-vis a consequence of one or more of these undermining
factors? An inability to address this crucial question stands to greatly diminish the
theoretical and empirical value of one’s study. Thus, being able to rigorously
investigate nonsignificant results is valuable, especially given the growing awareness of
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the “file drawer problem” within scholarly research (Alrababa’h et al. 2022; Franco,
Malhotra, and Simonovits 2014), as well as greater scholarly appreciation for
nonsignificant results that occur in well-designed experiments and/or studies that
conclude in favor of the null hypothesis (see Chambers and Tzavella 2022; Journal of
Experimental Political Science 2023; The Journal of Politics 2022; Nature 2023).

A typical survey experiment randomly assigns respondents to one of at least two
conditions within a survey. The condition to which one is assigned represents one
value of the independent variable, X. Researchers then statistically test whether
values of X are significantly associated with the values of an outcome (Y) that is
measured for all respondents. When conducted for the entire sample, researchers
refer to this difference as an estimate of the intention-to-treat (ITT) effect (Gerber
and Green 2012, 142).1

When is an ITT nonsignificant? Per the null hypothesis significance-testing
(NHST) paradigm (e.g., see Gill 1999), researchers fail to reject the null hypothesis –
i.e., deem a result “not statistically significant” – when a p-value exceeds a particular
threshold (e.g., α= 0.05). Apart from its statistical significance, an estimated effect can
also be so small as to be practically (or “substantively”) nonsignificant (Rainey 2014).

Suppose a researcher fields a survey experiment and the ITT is nonsignificant (i.e.,
not statistically discernible from zero and/or substantively negligible in size). The
researcher may infer that the hypothesis being tested, and/or underlying theory, is
incorrect. This is one explanation for the result. However, there exist alternative
explanations (AEs) that researchers should consider before concluding a treatment to
be truly nonsignificant. Even if one disregards significance-testing and focuses only on
the range of likely effect sizes (e.g., confidence intervals or credible sets see Gill 1999,
662–63; Rainey 2014), understanding these AEs is vital as they tend to lower the center
of that range toward zero (i.e., toward practical nonsignificance). In short, the AEs
identified here can undermine both hypothesis testing as well as point estimation of
treatment effects, making it difficult for researchers to determine what can be learned
from a nonsignificant result.

The key purpose of this essay, then, is to detail the variety of AEs that increase the
likelihood of nonsignificant results in survey experiments. Knowledge of these AEs
is relevant to researchers at two key stages of a research project: (1) when designing
their survey experiments, and (2) when investigating the robustness of their
nonsignificant findings after data collection. Ultimately, with this knowledge,
researchers can minimize the threat of AEs before data are collected and better
detect erroneously nonsignificant findings once data are in hand. In addition,
researchers concluding in favor of a treatment having “no significant effect” can
offer far more persuasive evidence by showing not only a nonsignificant ITT but
also that these various AEs can be ruled out reasonably confidently.2,3 Finally, this

1The ITT differs from the commonly-employed average treatment effect (ATE) insofar as the latter
implicitly assumes full compliance (Harden et al. 2019, 200).

2Naturally, as this involves somewhat subjective determinations, motivated reasoning is a potential
concern (e.g., in deciding whether a particular piece of evidence permits “a reasonable degree of
confidence”). Nevertheless, ceteris paribus, being able to present more evidence in favor of a nonsignificant
ITT is preferable to presenting less.

3It is worth emphasizing a common criticism of the NHST paradigm, which is that meaningfully large
ITT estimates are often dismissed as “null” because the p-value was not below α. In other words, the null
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essay provides guidance for how researchers might design a subsequent study
should they find evidence for one or more AEs in their initial study.

Importantly, the aim is not to provide experimentalists with more avenues to
“find significant results,” raising the risk of Type I errors (“false positives”) in the
process. To guard against this possibility, researchers should pre-register their
studies and analysis plans, particularly the analyses they would conduct to
detect and address the various AEs identified here (Blair et al. 2019; Druckman
2022, 143–44; Nosek et al. 2018).

This concern notwithstanding, given the great deal of effort that goes
into designing and fielding a survey experiment, and the prevalence of obtaining
“nonsignificant results,” knowledge of how to anticipate, investigate, and more
confidently rule out these AEs can assist researchers in getting the most of out of
their studies.

Seven alternative explanations (AEs) for nonsignificant results
Alternative explanation #1: Respondent inattentiveness

The more that a sample is inattentive to a treatment, the more that a treatment
group’s experience resembles that of the control group. To the extent this occurs, we
should expect a smaller difference in Y between the two groups. Because of
respondent inattentiveness, therefore, a treatment effect (if one truly exists) will tend
to be biased toward zero, making the ITT more difficult to precisely estimate,
reliably detect, and attain statistical significance (given a particular sample size and
level of α (Bailey 2021)). By the same logic, inattentiveness will increase the
likelihood of observing a failed manipulation (see AE #2 below). In short,
attentiveness is often a precondition for having an efficacious treatment.

Researchers should therefore plan to investigate inattentiveness in their sample.
There exists a variety of ways to conduct such an investigation using specialized
“checks.” Instructional manipulation checks (i.e., “screeners” Berinsky, Margolis,
and Sances 2014; Oppenheimer, Meyvis, and Davidenko 2009) and factual
manipulation checks (Kane and Barabas 2019), for example, are questions with only
one correct answer. The latter asks respondents about specific content that was
manipulated across experimental conditions. Incorrect answers to such questions
indicate insufficient respondent attentiveness. Overly fast response times (per
question timers) are an additional method for gauging respondent inattentiveness.4

Existing studies using these techniques find substantial rates of inattentiveness,
with estimates often ranging from approximately 15% to 40% (e.g., see Aronow et al.
2020; Kane and Barabas 2019). Importantly, there exists no agreed-upon acceptable
level of inattentiveness in survey experiments. Such a level would depend greatly
upon other aspects of the study (e.g., for NHST, sample size and treatment strength

hypothesis is “accepted” rather than merely “not rejected” (Gill 1999; see also Hartman and Hidalgo 2018).
To more persuasively argue that there is no meaningful effect, one would ideally want to show a negligibly-
sized ITT that is precisely estimated and/or (using a two one-sided test approach) that an ITT is smaller
than – and statistically distinguishable from – the smallest substantively meaningful effect (e.g., see Rainey 2014).

4See the Supplemental Appendix A for extended discussion of attentiveness measures.
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would also matter).5 Nevertheless, the crucial point is that any amount of
inattentiveness will tend to attenuate ITT estimates.

If substantial inattentiveness is found, what can be done? Researchers should first
confirm whether treatment assignment substantially covaries with an item
measuring attention to the treatment (Kane & Barabas 2019). This enables the
researcher to more confidently conclude that respondents in one condition attended
(on average) to different information than respondents in another condition –
a crucial assumption of most survey experiments.6

Researchers can also employ pre-treatment attention checks and use these
to analyze how treatment effects differ across varying levels of attentiveness
(Druckman 2022, 56). Such checks enable the researcher to test whether – as one
would expect if a treatment is truly effective – treatment effects are substantially
larger for subsamples that were more likely to have attended to the treatment, and
without the risk of post-treatment bias (see Kane, Velez, and Barabas 2023).7,8

Critically, researchers should avoid using any post-treatment measure of
attentiveness to re-estimate treatment effects (e.g., dropping respondents who fail
post-treatment attention checks, or (per a timer) rushed through an experimental
vignette). This practice has been shown to risk undermining random assignment
and inducing statistical bias (Aronow, Baron, and Pinson 2019; Montgomery,
Nyhan, and Torres 2018; Varaine 2022).

Alternative explanation #2: Failure to vary the independent variable of interest

A second potential AE is that one’s independent variable was not actually varied by
the treatment (Mutz and Pemantle 2015). For example, suppose that a researcher
attempts to increase respondents’ belief that a military draft is likely to be reinstated
(to study if it affects respondents’ support for war (Y)).9 Whether the treatment
actually accomplishes this objective is, of course, an empirical question.

The key recommendation is to include a classic manipulation check
(Mutz 2021).10 This is a survey item that (1) is asked after exposure to a
control/treatment condition, and (2) measures the underlying construct that the
researcher is attempting to manipulate. As in the above example, if a treatment is
designed to make respondents perceive that a military draft is more likely, then the
manipulation check should measure respondents’ perceived likelihood of a draft; if a
treatment is designed to make respondents feel more anxious, the manipulation
check should measure anxiety, etc.

5These aspects can also matter in different ways. A larger sample and/or fewer conditions may still permit
the detection of statistically significant effects even in the presence of high inattentiveness – however, the
inattentiveness is still likely to bias the ITT downward.

6Importantly, this type of analysis is not possible for other attention check types, the answers to which do
not depend upon treatment assignment.

7Researchers should report the extent to which the attentive subsample compositionally differs from the
original sample.

8See Supplemental Appendix B for additional discussion.
9This example comes from Horwitz and Levendusky (2011).
10Kane and Barabas (2019) specifically refer to these as subjective manipulation checks as there are no

correct/incorrect answers (unlike other types of manipulation checks).
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Empirically, a researcher could then confirm that a treatment group significantly
differs from the control group on this measure and, ideally, to a substantively large
degree. When this occurs, it is additional evidence that the treatment accomplished
what the researcher intended. It also indicates that, whatever the sample’s level of
inattentiveness (see AE #1), it was not substantial enough to prevent the researcher
from successfully manipulating the independent variable of interest.11

As Mutz (2011, 84–85) argues, instances in which researchers should consider
such manipulation checks “optional” are “relatively few and far between.” Yet, in
spite of their simplicity and enormous value, such manipulation checks remain
remarkably under-utilized: well under 50% of published experimental studies in
political science feature a manipulation check (Kane and Barabas 2019; Mutz 2021).

What if treatment assignment is not significantly associated with the manipulation
check (i.e., the manipulation “failed”)? Here, there exist several possible explanations.
First, it may be a result of the inattentiveness problem described above: if respondents
are not attentive to the treatment, we should expect an attenuated effect on the
manipulation check (just as we expect an attenuated effect on Y).

If attentiveness levels are reasonably high (and, ideally, treatment assignment is
found to correlate with a measure of attention to the treatment), a second possibility
is that the manipulation check measure is flawed with respect to either its validity
and/or reliability. In other words, we need to be confident that the manipulation
check is a reasonably valid measure of the independent variable we intend to
manipulate and also that it is not an overly “noisy” measure. These concerns can be
investigated by testing whether theoretically relevant variables (e.g., education, age,
and political attitudes) significantly correlate with the manipulation check measure.
That is, we can investigate the manipulation check’s criterion validity (e.g., Druckman
2022, 22–27). If substantial correlations are found, it suggests that the check is to some
extent valid and reliable and, thus, should in principle be manipulable.

The third, more fundamental possibility is that the treatment is not actually
manipulating what it is designed to manipulate. As an extreme example, imagine a
single sentence of manipulated (i.e., treatment) material contained within several
paragraphs of non-manipulated text, images, etc. Whatever this treatment might
affect, its efficacy is potentially being overwhelmed and attenuated by the other
information that respondents are being asked to process (e.g., see Mutz 2011, 58),
even if this additional content is contextually relevant (see Brutger et al. 2023).
In short, this treatment is not salient enough to induce variance in the independent
variable. As a result, the treatment will not be significantly predictive of the
manipulation check, nor is it likely, therefore, to predict Y (see Brophy and Mullinix
2023 for an applied example).

Being able to rule out one or more of these possibilities allows the researcher
to better understand both their nonsignificant manipulation check result and,
more broadly, their nonsignificant ITT result (see Supplemental Appendix C for
additional details).

11Crucially, this kind of manipulation check assumes – rather than tests for – sufficient attentiveness.
Thus, researchers can also conduct this check across different levels of attentiveness (measured pre-
treatment) to determine whether the treatment significantly predicts manipulation check responses among
the most attentive.
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Like AE #1, this AE has important implications for the design stage of one’s study.
In addition to including a manipulation check, researchers must think carefully
about what one’s treatment actually involves, ideally pretesting alternative versions
to determine which is most strongly associated with the manipulation check item
(Chong and Junn 2011, 329–30; Mutz 2011, 65). Searles and Mattes (2015), for
example, test several anger-induction techniques in one sample and then, based
on the manipulation check results, use the best-performing technique for their
subsequent study.

Alternative explanation #3: Pre-treated respondents

A related AE is a “pre-treatment effect” (see Druckman and Leeper 2012; Gaines,
Kuklinski, and Quirk 2007). Specifically, a treatment may be efficacious, but perhaps
respondents have been treated prior to the study, in the real world, with information
similar to what the researcher is employing in the experiment.

For example, at the height of the COVID-19 pandemic, a survey experiment
that randomly assigned respondents to read information that the coronavirus is
dangerous to one’s health may have been thwarted by a pre-treatment effect: this
information – though powerful – would have undoubtedly been absorbed by
respondents prior to the experiment. Thus, the treatment may appear to have a
nonsignificant effect on Y, not because the treatment is ineffective, but because it has
already occurred. As Slothuus (2016, 303) writes of the effect of party cues,
“paradoxically, experimenters will be most likely to find no relationship at the very
time that the relationship is strongest outside the experimental context.” Indeed,
pre-treatment will tend to bias treatment effects toward zero (see Gaines, Kuklinski,
and Quirk 2007) and thus increase the likelihood of a nonsignificant result.12

Importantly, a pre-treatment effect should therefore also tend to result in a failed
manipulation check. In the presence of nonsignificant ITT estimates and a failed
manipulation check, therefore, researchers should carefully consider their treatment
vis-à-vis what respondents may have been already exposed to in the real world prior
to the experiment.

Again, this has important implications for how researchers design their survey
experiments. The likelihood of pre-treatment will, naturally, depend upon what the
researcher employs as treatment stimuli. In contexts wherein a pre-treatment effect
is more likely, researchers might err on the side of having a relatively stronger
treatment to compensate for the attenuating effects of pre-treatment. This should
provide a better test of the hypothesis insofar as the experimental treatment is more
powerful than what respondents have already been exposed to (though it may
potentially diminish the external validity of the stimulus (see Druckman 2022,
Ch.3)). Additionally, researchers can include a (pre-treatment) survey question that
gauges whether substantial pre-treatment has occurred (e.g., asking how closely one
has been following a particular topic in the news), and then estimate the ITT among
those who are less likely to have been pre-treated (e.g., see Linos and Twist 2018). In
the extreme case wherein all respondents are likely to have been heavily pre-treated,

12Notably, however, Linos and Twist (2018) find that pre-treatment can lead to overestimation of an effect
when a treatment runs counter to information absorbed prior to the experiment.
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researchers might consider an alternative research design to test the hypothesis of
interest or postpone the study until the threat of pre-treatment subsides.

Alternative explanation #4: Insufficient statistical power

Within the NHST paradigm, insufficient power is a well-established reason for
statistically nonsignificant (i.e., “null”) results (Alrababa’h et al. 2022). Nevertheless,
political science research remains severely underpowered (Arel-Bundock et al.
2022). A small sample – given the number of experimental groups and anticipated
magnitude of the treatment(s) – is a common means by which null results become
more likely in survey experiments, even when a treatment truly has an effect. In the
extreme case, too small a sample will yield null findings no matter how efficacious
one’s treatment is (e.g., see Perugini, Gallucci, and Costantini 2018).13

The most direct approach for guarding against this AE is to have a sufficient
sample size. When designing their survey experiment, researchers should conduct
statistical power analyses, and assume the smallest substantively meaningful effect
size, to determine an appropriate sample size for the study (Lakens 2022). In so doing,
researchers should also be mindful of (1) the possibility of substantial inattentiveness
(AE #1), (2) the number of experimental conditions, and (3) whether any subgroup
analyses will be performed, adjusting their power analyses accordingly.14 A sample
size of 1000, for example, may seem sufficiently powered. However, if the experiment
involves five conditions, and will involve subsetting the data on racial identification,
for example, the researcher could ultimately be estimating treatment effects among
only a few dozen respondents (and only a fraction of these respondents will have
actually attended to the experiment).

Thus, while researchers may have limited control over the total sample size (e.g.,
because of resource constraints), greater discretion can be exercised over (1) the
number of experimental conditions (and whether some of these conditions can
potentially be “collapsed” together because of a common element between them),
and (2) the degree to which any subgroup analyses are necessary for testing a
particular hypothesis.

Further, researchers can also improve statistical power by employing “blocking”
to ensure that the experimental groups are perfectly balanced on a key covariate
(e.g., Bailey 2021, 346–49; Dolan 2023; see Mousa 2020 for an applied example).
Power can also be improved (via increasing precision of a point estimate) by
estimating the ITT while controlling/adjusting for prespecified covariates (in
particular, significant predictors of the dependent variable (see Gerber et al. 2014;
Mutz and Pemantle 2015)). Wuttke et al. (2023) offer an applied example of this
technique with survey-experimental data (see also Gerber et al. 2014). Finally,
Clifford et al. (2021) find that utilizing pre and posttreatment measures of Y yields

13Of course, small samples matter for point estimation of effect sizes as well, with smaller samples yielding
a wider variance of ITT estimates.

14In general, a priori power analysis is more informative than post-hoc, though the latter can help determine
whether n was sufficient given the observed ITT, pooled SD of Y, and (predetermined) desired level of power
(Perugini, Gallucci, and Costantini 2018). See Supplemental Appendix D for additional guidance.
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similar ITT estimates to the more common between-subjects design, but with
substantially greater precision and, thus, greater statistical power.

Alternative explanation #5: Poor measurement of the dependent variable

Another vexing alternative explanation is measurement error in the dependent
variable (Y). Assuming one is using a valid measure of Y, greater noise in this
measure will often raise the likelihood of a result that, per the NHST paradigm, is not
statistically significant. Specifically, measurement error in Y is expected to increase the
ITT’s standard error and thus increase the likelihood of null results when significance-
testing (Bailey 2021, 148–50; Berry and Feldman 1985, 26–33). Yet measurement
error in Y can potentially matter for point estimation as well. For example, per
Clayton et al. (2023), measurement error in the dependent variable within conjoint
experiments can bias treatment-effect estimates downward toward zero.

When designing their study, researchers should consider including multiple
indicators of Y and then combining them into a single measure (e.g., an additive
scale). Doing so can substantially reduce Y’s degree of random measurement error
(e.g., see Mousa 2020 for an applied example). This practice therefore offers a
notable advantage over using only one indicator of Y (Ansolabehere, Rodden, and
Snyder 2008; Berry and Feldman 1985, 33–34). In addition, using measures of Y that
have been previously validated (either in other studies or in pretests) is a wise
strategy for having a dependent variable with the best signal-to-noise ratio possible.

Once data have been collected, researchers can investigate this AE by ensuring
that other measures that should, theoretically, significantly correlate with Y actually
do so. If substantial correlations are found, then the measure may be considered
reasonably satisfactory, even if imperfect to some extent. This, of course, requires
that, during the design stage, researchers include theoretically relevant covariates in
their survey (pre-treatment). Existing literature provides detailed discussions of
examining measurement properties of variables (Carmines and Zeller 1979;
Druckman 2022, 22–27). See Supplemental Appendix E for additional discussion.

Alternative explanation #6: Ceiling and floor effects

Related to concerns involving the measurement of Y, another well-known problem
in experiments is that of either a “ceiling” or a “floor” effect (e.g., see Mullinix et al.
2015, 116). A treatment may fail to produce a significant change in Y because values
of Y in the control condition are already (on average) very high (a “ceiling effect”) or
very low (a “floor effect”). This AE therefore restricts the substantive magnitude of
the ITT estimate. Further, per NHST, this AE will tend to increase the p-value and
thus the likelihood of a null result. As with all AEs, an inability to rule out this
alternative explanation renders it more difficult to determine what a nonsignificant
result indicates and, thus, more difficult to assess a study’s value.

In the analysis stage, one simple technique for investigating this AE is to obtain
descriptive statistics (e.g., means, proportions, etc.) of Y in the control condition.
Ideally, one wants to observe moderate values, or values in the direction opposite the
effect of concern (e.g., low values if the concern is a ceiling effect), which would
indicate that Y had “room” to significantly change. Brierly and Pereira (2023,
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endnote 9), for example, cite their outcome variable’s mean being substantially
below the highest value as evidence that “ceiling effects cannot explain the
[nonsignificant] result.” Though somewhat uncommon in survey experiments,
accounting for this AE (specifically, right- and/or left-censoring of Y) can take the
form of specifying a Tobit regression model (Muthén 1989; see Bechtel and Scheve
2017 for an applied example).

In the design stage, there are several proactive strategies that can be employed.
First, researchers should focus on preventing ceiling/floor effects that are artifactual –
i.e., arising from the measure itself, rather than what is theoretically possible.
To guard against this, researchers can feature survey measures of Y that will
not have extreme means. In other words, researchers can utilize measures with
a more (conceptually) extreme and/or less coarse range of response options.
As Vanderweedt (2022, 833) writes of their nonsignificant findings, “effects : : :might
have been clearer with more nuanced (less compressed) attitude response scales.”
Employingmultiplemeasures of Y can often assist toward this end as it is unlikely that
respondents will have an extreme value on every survey item comprising the scale.
Researchers can also examine means of measures that have been featured in publicly
available data to help ensure, a priori, that such measures will not induce ceiling/floor
effects if used in their own survey experiments.

Alternative explanation #7: Countervailing treatment effects

Finally, a treatment may of course have substantially different-sized (i.e., heteroge-
neous) effects among different subgroups within the sample (e.g., Kam and Trussler
2017). Thus, a possible explanation for nonsignificant results is that one has a special
case of heterogeneous effects wherein an overall ITT can be near zero because
treatment effects occur in opposite directions for different subgroups.

Consider an example in which our treatment (X) is whether or not a U.S. political
candidate adopts a stance opposing access to abortion, and our outcome (Y) is the
perceived favorability of the candidate. Given Republicans’ (Democrats’) generally
anti-abortion (pro-choice) views, we should expect the treatment to increase Y
among Republicans but decrease Y among Democrats. Thus, if we fail to account for
partisanship and simply estimate the ITT for the whole sample, the ITT may be
extremely small. Again, this would not be because the treatment was inefficacious;
rather, it is because the effect occurred in opposite directions for large subsets of the
sample. We might therefore refer to this as a problem of countervailing effects.

One strategy for investigating this AE in the analysis stage (assuming the source
of potential heterogeneity is unknown) would be to compare variances of Y across
treatment and control groups. This can be done visually using overlaid histograms
of Y over values of X, or statistically with tests of equivalent standard deviations
of Y over values of X (see Bryk and Raudenbush 1988 and Ding, Feller, and
Miratrix 2016). Continuing with the above example, we should observe that the
variance of candidate favorability in the treatment condition is substantially larger
than in the control condition, suggesting that our treatment pushed subgroups in
opposite directions. As Bryk and Raudenbush (1988, 396) contend, “To ignore
variance heterogeneity : : : is tantamount to interpreting main effects while concealing
significant interaction effects.” Coppock et al. (2020, Appendix C) offer additional
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techniques for estimating the variance of effect sizes and formally testing for
treatment-effect homogeneity.

Discovering heterogeneity in treatment effects naturally raises the question of
where this heterogeneity is coming from. But when investigating this, ideally,
researchers should theorize about such heterogeneous effects a priori (in the design
stage). A measure of the theorized moderating variable (M) can then be included in
the survey (pre-treatment), enabling researchers to identify the source of
countervailing effects by exploring how the ITT estimate varies across M (e.g.,
via specifying an interaction in a regression model).15

Crucially, researchers should exercise great caution here because, with enough
exploration of interactions, one is bound to find some statistically significant (yet
spurious) interactive effect. Again, testing for heterogeneous effects should be
theorized – and pre-registered – before data are collected. Further, researchers
should first report the ITT as a matter of transparency and also explicitly state
whether any countervailing effect (if discovered) was an exploratory – rather than
hypothesized – finding.

Discussion & conclusion
Survey experiments can and do yield nonsignificant ITTs, often much to the chagrin
of researchers and, in some cases, potentially resulting in abandonment of the
project (i.e., the “file drawer” problem). In other cases, researchers may point to a
nonsignificant ITT as evidence that X has no causal effect upon Y. Yet while the lack
of a true causal effect represents one explanation for a nonsignificant result, this
essay stresses that there exist at least seven AEs for nonsignificant findings in survey
experiments.

The purpose of this essay is to assist researchers with more thoroughly anticipating
and investigating these AEs. Failure to do so means that one (or more) of the
aforementioned AEs cannot be confidently ruled out, leaving open the possibility that a
nonsignificant result is due to an AE rather than being indicative of no actual effect.
Toward this end, Table 1 provides recommendations that researchers can implement in
the design stage of their experiment (see second column) that will help (1) guard against,
and (2) allow for investigation of, each of the seven AEs.

Table 1 also provides a simple checklist that can be employed during the analysis
stage (see third column). If the researcher has sufficient reason to answer “No” to any
of the questions in this checklist, an AE cannot be confidently ruled out, and thus an
incorrect hypothesis (or theory) might not be the reason for a nonsignificant result.
Alternatively, when a researcher can confidently answer “Yes” to each item in the
checklist, they should more strongly suspect that X has no meaningful effect on Y.

As illustrated above, it is not wholly uncommon for survey experimentalists to
report investigating some limited number of AEs. Wuttke et al. (2023), notably,
report investigating inattentiveness (AE#1), manipulation of the independent
variable (AE#2), and ceiling effects (AE#6). At present, however, the degree to which
researchers habitually consider each one of these AEs – either in the analysis or
design stages – remains unclear.

15See Hainmueller et al. (2019) for excellent guidance on specifying interaction models.
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Table 1. Design recommendations & a checklist of potential alternative explanations for nonsignificant results

Alternative explanation
(AE)

Recommended practices in design
stage Checklist for analysis stage Recommendations for subsequent study

#1: Inattentiveness ○ Include pre-treatment attention
check(s) prior to random assignment

○ Include a measure of attention to the
experimental manipulation (after the
outcome measure)

○ Majority in each experimental condition
pass the attention check? (Yes or No)

○ Treatment assignment correlates with
measure of attention to the manipulation?
(Yes or No)

○ Treatment effect is roughly the same
regardless of pre-treatment attention?
(Yes or No)

○ Feature experiment relatively earlier in
survey

○ More salient treatment content
○ Consider techniques to improve respondent
attentiveness

○ Use alternative survey company
○ Increased (pre-treatment) screening-out of
inattentive respondents

#2: Failure to vary the
independent variable

○ Include a manipulation check after the
outcome measure

○ Treatment assignment substantially
associated with manipulation check?
(Yes or No)

○ Make treatment content more salient
(e.g., appear sooner and/or more frequently)

○ Make treatment stronger (e.g., more direct,
forceful language)

#3: Pre-treatment
effect

○ Include a measure to gauge how
pre-treated a respondent might be
(implemented prior to random
assignment)

○ Low risk of respondents having been
treated prior to experiment? (Yes or No)

○ If “No”, is treatment effect similar among
those more vs. less likely to be pre-treated?
(Yes or No)

○ Make treatment stronger (assuming no
ceiling/floor effect)

○ Postpone the study until treatment has
lower salience in the real world

○ Investigate using a non-experimental design

#4: Statistical power ○ Conduct power analyses to determine
necessary n size (assuming smallest
meaningful effect size)

○ Choose sample size cognizant of
number of conditions, subgroup
analyses, and likely inattentiveness

○ Use pre-registered covariates in model,
blocking, or a within-subjects design

○ Large enough sample given the ITT,
variation in Y, and (a priori) desired
power? (Yes or No)

○ Aim to collect a larger sample
○ Choose sample size cognizant of quantities
learned from first study: effect size, SD of Y,
level of inattentiveness, and number/size of
subgroup analyses

○ Consider an alternative design structure
(e.g., within-subjects)

#5: Poor measurement
of the dependent
variable

○ Check Y’s criterion validity
○ If possible, use existing
(validated) measures of Y

○ Dependent variable correlates with
theoretically relevant socio-demographic
variables? (Yes or No)

○ Use an alternative and/or multiple
measures of Y to reduce measurement
error

(Continued)
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Table 1. (Continued )

Alternative explanation
(AE)

Recommended practices in design
stage Checklist for analysis stage Recommendations for subsequent study

#6: Ceiling/Floor
effect

○ Use measure of Y that is unlikely
to have an extremely high/low mean
(e.g., scales with more extreme
end-points or multi-item scales)

○ For a positive (negative) hypothesized
effect, does control group have an
average value of Y well below (above)
the maximum (minimum)? (Yes or No)

○ Assuming population of interest remains
the same, use a measure of Y with a more
(conceptually) extreme range

○ Consider postponing study if ceiling/floor is
due to current context

#7: Countervailing
treatment effects

○ Include a pre-treatment measure of
the moderating variable, across which
countervailing effects might occur

○ Treatment effect is roughly the same
for groups that (theoretically) might
respond to treatment in opposite ways?
(Yes or No)

○ Variance of Y is roughly equal across
experimental groups? (Yes or No)

○ Pre-register a hypothesized interaction
between treatment and moderator

○ Include best possible (pre-treatment)
measure(s) of moderating variable to
improve precision

Note: Within the “Checklist” column, if “No” is answered for any AE, it suggests that a nonsignificant ITT may not be entirely due to an incorrect hypothesis or theory. Note there is debate regarding
the utility of post-hoc power analysis (see Perugini, Gallucci, and Costantini 2018). The final column discusses possibilities for follow-up study assuming all procedures in “Recommended Practices in
Design Stage” column were followed.
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This raises an additional point: experiments can be beset by multiple AEs. For
example, Haas and Khadka (2020, 995) fielded a study in which a nonsignificant
finding could be attributable to a pre-treatment effect (AE #3) or to a ceiling effect
(AE #6). Thus, researchers must be mindful of the distinct pathways by which
experimental hypothesis tests can be undermined, and how to both proactively and
retroactively address them. On this point, the final column of Table 1 provides
recommendations for researchers who wish to field a subsequent study after
(1) discovering evidence for one or more AEs in their initial study, and (2) being
unable to confidently determine the extent to which a nonsignificant finding
is attributable to a particular AE. These latter recommendations are therefore
designed to help researchers conduct an improved test of their hypothesis based on
the AE(s) discovered in their first study (see Supplemental Appendix G for further
elaboration).

Notably, this essay has focused on how these AEs apply to survey experiments.
Yet, while inattentiveness (AE#1) may be most relevant to survey experiments,
each of the other AEs can be problematic for other types of experiments. For
example, field experiments may fail to manipulate the independent variable
(AE#2), while lab-based experiments may suffer from insufficient statistical
power (AE#4).

In sum, the value of one’s study is undermined when there exist competing
explanations for the same nonsignificant result. Importantly, preventing AEs is
likely far more tractable than attempting to “correct for” them ex post. Thus, by
becoming aware of these AEs, researchers can design their studies to be better
safeguarded against, and (consequently) better equipped to investigate, them once
results are in-hand. This stands to enable researchers to learn far more from their
survey experiments than what a naïve, nonsignificant ITT alone can provide.

Supplementary material. The supplementary material for this article can be found at https://doi.org/
10.1017/XPS.2024.1
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